
Mill Conversions Vita Classic* + Ivoclar Bleach**   
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BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 A1 A2 A3 A3.5 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1 C2 C3 C4 D2 D3 D4

PrimeEsthetic BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 A1 A2 A3 A3.5 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1 C2 C3 C4 D2 D3 D4

Prime BL2 BL3 BL4 B1 B1 B2 B3 B4 B4 C1 B2 B3 B4 D2 C3 C4 C4IN C2 D3IN D4IN

0M1 0M2 0M3 1M1 1M2 2L1.5 2L2.5 2M1 2M2 2M3 2R1.5 2R2.5 3L1.5 3L2.5 3M1 3M2 3M3 3R1.5

PrimeEsthetic BL2 BL3 BL4 B1 A1 B2 B3 C1 B2 B3 A2 A3 B3 B4 D2 A3 B4 A3

Prime BL2 BL3 BL4 B1 A1 A1 B2 D2 B2 B3 D3 B3 C2 B3 C2 B3 B4 C3

Mill Conversions Vita 3D-Master*

3R2.5 4L1.5 4L2.5 4M1 4M2 4M3 4R1.5 4R2.5 5M1 5M2 5M3

PrimeEsthetic A3.5 C4 C4IN D3 A4 A4IN A4 A4IN A4IN A4IN A4IN

Prime C4 C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN C4IN

*Vita Classic and 3D-Master are registered trademark of Vita Zahnfabrik H Rauter GMBH & Co. KG, which is not 
affiliated with Archibald Esthetics or Archibald Digital 
** Ivoclar, Ivoclar Viavdent, IPS e.max ZirCAD Prime and IPS e.max ZirCAD Prime Esthetic  are registered 
tradtrademarks of Ivoclar Vivadent, INC, which is not affiliated with Archibald Esthetics or Archibald Digital

Conversions are visually based on my “RAW” custom shade guides. And validated/Updated through Archibald Digital 
customers. All Zr is fired for the best optical and physical properties which will change some hue’s slightly. If you see 
“..IN” next to the shade, that means I custom infiltrate that puck to hit that shade because it is not close enough to “stain 
my way” in.   

If you are a customer, i strongly suggest making your own shade guide through us. Simply because we all have individual 
preferences on starting with a little lighter or lower value core. Hopefully a company will choose to license my “RAW” 
guide to sell/offer with their material. This chart is just a starting point, and gets you closer to the end goal.  

If you are a company that is offended by me helping your customers have success with your material. hopefully you take 
1% of what you spend on legal fees, and actually give your customers some kind of reference for your materials. At least 
a printed paper with low quality images!!! Or please partner with me to provide real shade guides. Again, this is to help your 
customers like and buy more of your material. 
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